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As an orphan, Atiku Abubakar knows what it 

means to be poor. As a philanthropist, Atiku 

extends his generosity to the poor and the 

less privileged through many avenues, 

including scholarship. As an entrepreneur, 

Atiku creates job-opportunities through his 

many businesses and enterprise.

“
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PREFACE

Therefore, this presentation on THE MAN ATIKU ABUBAKAR is a product of painstaking and 
rigorous research efforts by the MEDIA STRATEGY UNIT OF THE ATIKU CAMPAIGN as duly 
approved by His Excellency, the former Vice President of Nigeria and the Presidential Flagbearer of 
the Peoples’ Democratic Party (PDP), Atiku Abubakar, GCON and the Waziri of Adamawa Emirate. It 
is a compendium of the salient qualities of the man Atiku Abubakar; Nigeria’s doyen of politics, 
business, public service, education and philanthropy.

ommunications is central to political activities and campaigns are driven by messages and Cmessaging built around the candidates in any election. For a Presidential Candidate, it is 
important that building his brand and marketing him to the electorate or international 

community for the purposes of winning a national election are put in the central campaign 
planning activities that ought not be approached perfunctorily. It is a deliberate campaign 
management function that deserves diligent planning, organizing, directing, monitoring and 
evaluation. 

This is a tale, told by family members, classmates, staff, political and business associates, age long 
friends, mentees and social benefactors, which signifies the substance known as Atiku Abubakar, 
GCON, Waziri Adamawa.

This document is presented in a nugget form to aid easy reading, and will serve as a veritable and 
viable companion, and work tool for persons with communication responsibility in the campaign, 
for the candidate, his political party, and indeed, for all who wish to have an in-road into the 
understanding of one of the greatest, but highly misunderstood politicians in Nigeria, and the 
quintessential values that make-up his persona.

It is an essential character and historical handbook for all public communicators on the candidate 
and his party’s presidential campaign.
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THE MAN 
ATIKU ABUBAKAR: 
EARLY LIFE

Father: Garba Abubakar (Died, 1957)

Birth:  Born 25 November 1946, in Jada, Adamawa 
State

Ÿ He also became an only Child (son)

Mother: Aisha Kande (Died 1984)

Ÿ Inherited an only child-father

Iya Garba Abubakar (Nee Patu)

Paternal Grandfather: 

Inuwa Dutse, (Migrated from Dutse in Jigawa State to Jada 
in Adamawa State)

Parenting:

Paternal Grandmother: 

Maternal Great Grandfather: 

Atiku Abdulkadir (From Wurno, Sokoto State to Kojoli, 
Jada in Adamawa)

Geneology
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After the death of his father, the task of raising him fell on 
his mother, Kande, and his Aunt, Azumi as well as his 
father’s extended family members in Kojoli

He became a Shepherd Boy rearing cattle for rich 
neighbour for family sustenance, and this inspired him 
to struggle to change the poor situation of his 
background for better

He lost his father at the age of 11 who drowned in a river

The father was arrested, charged to an Alkali Court and 
fined 10 Shillings, and sent to prison for this reason by 
the Native Authority 

His father who did not believe in Western Education 
denied him access to early school. Instead, he wanted 
him to go to Islamic Quranic School, become a 
Shepherd and a trader.  As a result, he would be locked 
up in a room during school hours

At age 15, as a vacation Clerk under Adamu Ciroma, the 
District Officer in Ganye, Native Authority, in present day 
Adamawa, he bought a house for his mother at the cost 
of Nine (9) British Pounds Sterling.

Early Life Achievements

Early Life Challenges

He became a Shepherd Boy 

rearing cattle for rich 

neighbour for family 

sustenance, and this 

inspired him to struggle to 

change the poor situation of 

his background for better.
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Adamawa Provincial Secondary School Yola

(Sitting L-R) Hamman Bello Toungo, Ahmadu Tijani, Bala Adamu, Hamman Bello Alkali, Abdullahi Zira, Mahmoud 

Tukur, Ahmadu Belel, Tukur Pate, Istifanus Manga, Mohammadu Mubi, Atiku Abubakar, Alkali Abba, Baba Ahmed Kumo 

with the child of a school sta�
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Ÿ Police Training College, Kaduna, Kaduna State (1966).
Ÿ School of Hygiene, Kano, Kano State (May, 1967)

Schools Attended

Atiku’s Challenges In School

Ÿ Anglia Ruskin University, Cambridge (M.A. 
International Relations, 2019 – 2021)

He faced challenges in travelling a far distance from rural 
Jada down to Kano and Kaduna in present day North 
West, leaving his lonely mother back home

Ÿ Institute of Administration, ABU, Zaria, (Dip. in Law, 
Oct. 1967 – June 1969)

Ÿ Jada Primary School (1954 – 1960)
Ÿ Provincial Secondary School, Yola (1961 – 1966)

Atiku’s Achievement In School

Ÿ Also a Students’ Union President in Kano State School 
of Hygiene

Ÿ He has a deep quest for knowledge and power of 
education, as the most effective instrument to 
changing the world for better.

Ÿ A great team-player who fought against bullying in 
school and relished the Umbuntu spirit of one-for-all 
and all-for-one; the kernel of collective responsibility 
in community development

Ÿ He was a Prefect (Head Boy) as a college student at the 
Provincial Secondary School Yola, in present day 
Adamawa State

Ÿ As a student, he was a prudent manager of resources 
as attested to by his classmates.

Ÿ An astute Students’ Union Leader; where he carved 
his political teeth

A great team-player who fought against bullying in 

school and relished the Umbuntu spirit of one-for-all 

and all-for-one; the kernel of collective responsibility in 

community development“
“
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Ÿ Atiku craved large family to overcome his childhood 
loneliness, and in keeping with his mother’s wish for 
him to sustain his father’s lineage. 

Atiku as a Family Man 

Ÿ Every member of his family adheres strictly to the 
principles as agreed and depicted in the family ‘Coat 
of Arm’ as above.

Ÿ Saare Atiku, means The House of Atiku

Ÿ Atiku, his children and wives have a common belief 
and understanding as the guiding principle to 
achieving a functional family that benefits self and the 
society at large. This is captioned in Fulfulde (his 
dialect) and translated in English as below:

Ÿ Filu hawtan koye, says Business can promote 
unity
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Ÿ Atiku is married to more than one wife as permissible 
in Islam, his faith

Atiku as a Husband

Ÿ Atiku as a family man 
lives above board as a 
father, husband and Big 
Daddy to the larger 

family

Ÿ The harmonious, cordial and peaceful relationship his 
family enjoys, is a testament to his enviable leadership 

Ÿ Atiku’s busy business and political schedules does 
not obstruct his role as husband to his wives – he 
creates time to see them and attend to their individual 
needs

Ÿ He demonstrates a high degree of justice and fairness 
amongst his wives as expected of a man who has 
chosen to have more than a wife

Ÿ Atiku is a caring, loving kind-hearted and generous 
husband as professed by his wives at different times 
and fora 

Ÿ Anndal D’um 
jayngol meaning 
Education is light

Ÿ Caahu re’ataa 
says Generosity is 
never enough

quality as a husband, and above all, a family man
Ÿ Atiku’s wives enjoy a certain degree of freedom as 

they’re free and supported by him to engage in any 
kind of legitimate business or career they so choose

Ÿ He loves and cherishes a united household

Ÿ A very lenient but disciplined father

Ÿ He is receptive to criticism and a good listener

Ÿ He is committed to a disciplined, orderly and 
prosperous home

Ÿ An equal opportunity-minded father, who is 
enthusiastic about women education and economic 
empowerment

Ÿ Atiku undoubtedly, commands respect amongst his 
wives

Atiku as a Father

Ÿ He promotes due diligence and hard work amongst 
family members

Ÿ He does not believe in spoon-feeding or pampering 
adult children, rather he inculcates social and 
religious values in his children

Ÿ He plays the big daddy role to extended family 
members and in-laws

Ÿ He adopted many relatives as members of his large 
family

Ÿ He is a pragmatic father and realistic husband who 
talks very little 
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His mission is to take 

families out of poverty 

through low-interest 

loans for small 

businesses...

“

“
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Work Experience
Ÿ He worked as a vacation Clerk in the 

Revenue Division, Northern Regional 
Ministry of Finance (Feb. 1966)

Ÿ He was a major contributor in the 
d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  h a r d  d r u g s 
interdiction that led to several arrests 
of drug smugglers in the country.

Ÿ He had triple promotion in one day in 
1987 by the Minister of Internal Affairs, 

Ÿ Atiku rose to become the first Head of 
Drugs and Enforcement Unit in the 
Nigerian Customs

Ÿ Atiku Joined the Department of 
Customs and Excise in June 1969, and 
served for twenty years rising through 
the ranks to become a second in 
command.

Ÿ He voluntarily retired in April 1989 at 
the age of 43 on the rank of Deputy 
Director (Deputy Comptroller-General 
of Nigeria Customs Service)

Ÿ A case study of his meticulousness was 
demonstrated during the Customs’ 
seizure of suspicious 53 Suitcases at 
the Murtala Muhammed International 
a i rport  in  1984 (The Guardian 
Newspaper. 10 June 1984).

John Shagaya, in a case of promotion 
stagnation at the Customs, where he 
was on the rank of Assistant Director 
for 8 years. (rising from Assistant 
Comptroller to Deputy Comptroller, to 
Comptroller and to Deputy Director all 
in one day)

Ÿ Three (3) months course on Drug Law 
Enforcement at the Police Academy in 
Cairo, Egypt in 1987, sponsored by the 
United States Drug Enforcement 
Agency (USDEA). 

Ÿ In 1978, he attended a three (3) 
months Advanced Customs and 
Excise Course for Senior Officers in 
Finland and Cairo Police Academy.

Trainings/ Courses 
Attended

Ÿ Washington D.C., Chicago, Texas, 
California in the United States of 
America, 1985

Ÿ Atiku was a Cadet in Customs’ Training 
School, Ebute-Meta, Lagos from June 

Places of 
Work/Positions Held  
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Ÿ In 1980, he was in Kaduna as the Assistant 
Comptroller 

Ÿ He was back to Lagos in 1982, but this time, at Apapa 

Ÿ He was at Idi- Iroko as Assistant Preventive 
Superintendent in 1970 and stayed there till 1972

Ÿ Atiku was at the Ikeja Airport, as the Officer in charge 
of baggage as Assistant Preventive Superintendent 
Officer, but was later promoted to Deputy Preventive 
Superintendent in the Nigerian Customs

Ÿ Atiku’s next duty post was Ibadan in 1974. He was 
promoted to the post of Superintendent of Customs

Ÿ Kano was next in 1976. Atiku served there as the Chief 
Superintendent of Customs

Ÿ In 1977, Atiku found himself in Maiduguri in Borno 
State as Assistant Comptroller and Area Administrator 

1969 and stayed for 9 months

Ÿ He retired voluntarily as the Deputy-Director in 1989

Ÿ It was in Customs’ Headquarters, Abuja in 1987, that 
he rose from the post of Assistant Comptroller to 
Deputy Comptroller, to Comptroller, and finally to 
Deputy Director, where he was in-charge of 
Enforcement and Drugs. 

Sea Port, until he was moved to the Customs’ 
Headquarters in Abuja in 1987

He was a major contributor in the 

development of hard drugs interdiction that 

led to several arrests of drug smugglers in the 

country“
“
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With the late Gen. Shehu Musa Yar’Adua as founder, 
fourteen (14) others as listed below, pioneered a new 
political association called the Peoples Front, PF: 

• Dr. Farouk Abdul Azeez
• Hon. Bode Ajewole

• Alhaji Atiku Abubakar

Early Political Life 
Atiku was inspired by his mentor, late General Shehu 
Musa Yar’Adua, to join national politics in 1989 after he 
voluntarily retired from public service. 

Ÿ Prof. Babalola Borishade

• M.S Buhari

• Prof. Ango Abdullahi

• Chief Titi Ajanaku
• Chief Tony Anenih

• Dr. Chuba Okadigbo 

• Madam Maria Ike

• Chief Michael Afolabi
• Mr. Akinwa Borowo

• Alhaji Yahaya Kwande
• Mr. Haruna Ilewoye
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Atiku as a member of the new political movement 
exhibited some enviable leadership qualities that saw 
him become the Vice Chairman of Peoples Front. 

Participated in the gubernatorial race in the defunct 
Gongola State in 1990, but the creation of Adamawa and 
Taraba States, caused a delay in the transition process

He later participated in the Option A4 Presidential 
Primaries in Social Democratic Party, in 1992, where he 
came 3rd alongside M.K.O Abiola and Amb. Babagana 
Kingibe.  In the course of the run-off, he was persuaded 

He later won the governorship primaries in Adamawa 
State under the Social Democratic Party, SDP in 1991, 
but was denied participation through official 
disqualification as a result of the controversial primaries 
between himself and his opponent, Bala Takaya

He went on exile to avoid assassination by the late Gen. 
Sani Abacha regime

to step down for Basorun MKO Abiola, whose eventual 
victory at the 1993 presidential election was annulled by 
the IBB-led military junta

Atiku worked against military rule and nearly lost his life 
and that of family members, during a night raid on his 
Kaduna residence by unknown assailants who killed 
many of his guards

At the return of political transition programme in 1998 
by Abdulsalami Abubakar’s military regime, he 
contested and won the governorship election in 
Adamawa State on the platform of the People’s 

Atiku’s Political Struggle Against 
The Military Junta

Atiku as a member of the new political movement 

exhibited some enviable leadership qualities that saw 

him become the Vice Chairman of Peoples Front“
“



He registered the Advanced Congress of Democrats, 
ACD, which later merged with Alliance for Democracy, 
AD to form the Action Congress, AC, the platform on 
which he ran as presidential candidate in 2007, where he 
was declared 3rd in a controversial election by the Prof 
Maurice Iwu-led INEC. Atiku, in a consolidated case with 
Buhari, challenged the election results and pursued it to 
the Supreme Court and lost. 

He returned to the PDP, and emerged as the Northern 

As the Governor-elect of Adamawa State, the PDP 
presidential candidate, Gen. Olusegun Obasanjo 
nominated him as his running mate.

Democratic Party (PDP). 

They contested and won the 1999 presidential election 
against the candidates of the All-Peoples Party, APP 
Chief Olu Falae and Alhaji Umaru Shinkafi.

Atiku’s Democratic Participation

He was sworn-in twice as Nigeria’s Vice President on the 
platform of the PDP in 1999 and 2003 respectively. 

As Vice President, he was the statutory Chairman of the 
Economic Council; a position which placed some MDAs 
(Ministries, Departments and Agencies) under his 
supervision.

Consensus candidate against IBB, Gen. Aliyu Gusau and 
Bukola Saraki. He contested and lost the primary 
elections against an incumbent President Goodluck 
Jonathan, who had succeeded the late Umaru Musa 
Yar’Adua as President.

He also participated as an aspirant in the presidential 
primaries of All Progressives Congress (APC) in 2014, 
won by then General Muhammadu Buhari, who 
eventually won the 2015 presidential polls against 
incumbent President Jonathan. 

On May 28, 2022, he contested the PDP Presidential 
Primary Election in Abuja and won, thus qualifying him to 
contest as flagbearer in the General Election slated for 
February 2023.

Atiku as Vice President

He returned to PDP in 2017, contested and won the 
presidential primaries in Port-Harcourt on 7 October 
2018, and contested the 2019 Presidential election 
against incumbent President Muhammadu Buhari, but 
lost in a controversial circumstance. Again, he 
challenged the outcome of the election and pursued it 
to the Supreme Court, which decided the election in 
favour of the incumbent President Muhammadu Buhari.





Atiku’s Challenges as Vice 
President

Atiku’s second term as Vice President was marked by a 
stormy relationship with President Obasanjo. He was 
involved in a bitter public battle with his boss, President 
Olusegun Obasanjo, ostensibly arising from the latter’s 
bid to amend certain provisions of the Constitution to 
take another shot at the Presidency which later became 
known as the Third Term Agenda.

Atiku was accused of corruption by his principal, 
President Obasanjo, who unleashed all the government 
machineries against him, particularly the EFCC and the 
national media who engaged in campaign of calumny; 

In the heat of the President Obasanjo’s third term bid, 
PDP deregistered some of their members perceived to 
be working against the Third Term project, prominent 
amongst them was Vice President Atiku Abubakar, 
considered as the arrow-head of the anti-Third Term 
Movement. 

His first term was mainly characterized by his role as 
Chairman of the National Economic Council and 
Chairman of the National Council on Privatization. As the 
Chairman of the National Council on Privatization, he 
supervised the privatization of some national assets 
through the Bureau for Public Enterprise, BPE

Atiku is a gifted Talent-Hunter:

coupled with intensive investigations and all manners of 
polit ical  witch-hunting. He became the most 
investigated political officer in the history of Nigeria till 
date.

He was instrumental to the enactment of the Economic 
and Financial Crimes (EFCC) Act that gave birth to the 

Atiku’s Achievements As Vice 
President/Reformer

He shopped for young and vibrant technocrats to be 
part of the government economic and public service 
reform processes. For example, Mr. Chukwuma Soludo, 
Dr. Oby Ezekwesili, Dr. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Mal. Nasiru 
El-Rufai, Mr. Frank Nweke Jnr. Mal. Nuhu Ribadu, Chief 
Olusola Akanmode, Prof. Julius Ihonvhere, Prof. Silvester 
Monye, Professor Barth Nnaji, Fola Adeola, late Princess 
Funke Adedoyin, Alh. Saleh Shehu, etc. 

As a sitting Vice President, the President sacked almost 
all principal aides attached to HE Atiku

The President declared his position in government 
vacant and attempted to forcefully remove him from 
office
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Commission. Atiku also sourced and identified Malam 
Nuhu Ribadu to be the pioneer head of the anti-graft 
agency.

As the head of the Economic Team of the Administration, 
Atiku secured debt pardon from the Paris and London 

Atiku, after a visit to Brazil, championed the enactment of 
Fiscal Responsibility and Public Procurement Acts 2007 
to ensure transparency and international best practices 
in the management of public resources and the award of 
contracts

Vice president Atiku brought the idea of ‘captive power 
plants’ scattered across the country to serve the need of 
individual niches in the country instead of the national 
grid mentality. This proposal led to the establishment of 
most of the gas-fired Power Generation Stations in the 
Niger Delta today, except Afam and Oturogu Power 
Plants.

Under Atiku Abubakar as Vice President, Universal Basic 
Education (UBEC) programme was lunched, which 
made it compulsory for every child in Nigeria to receive 
education free-of-charge from Primary to Junior 
Secondary School.  Education Tax was also introduced 
to raise money to fund education across Nigeria.  Atiku 
Abubakar was also instrumental in setting up of a 
Committee during the Northern Education Summit at 
Arewa House under the Chairmanship of Professor 
Adamu Baiki to develop a Blue Print on how the North 
can catch up with the rest of the country and they were 

Club of Creditors amounting to $18 billion, and paid off 
another $12 billion to be debt-free. Most of these loans 
were accumulated from short-term trade arrears during 
the military regimes. The Administration also increased 
the country’s foreign reserves from $2 billion in 1999 to 
$43 billion in 2007 at the end of their tenure.

He was involved in a bitter public battle with 

his boss, President Olusegun Obasanjo, 

ostensibly arising from the latter’s bid to 

amend certain provisions of the 

Constitution...“
“
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distributed to the Governors of the Region for 
implementation.

RTEP was also launched on 16 April 2003. It covered 26 
States and was designed to address the problem of food 
production and rural poverty. Among the local farmers, 
the programme achieved economic growth and 
improved access of the poor to social services. Other 
areas of his achievements as vice president are:

National Special Programme on Food Security (NSPFS) 
was launched in January 2002 in all the 36 States of the 
Federation, when Atiku Abubakar was Vice President. 
The programme increased food production in the 
country.

Ÿ National Poverty Eradication Programme (NAPEP)
Ÿ Industrial Round Table

Atiku Abubakar proposed a number of ways to protect 
and promote the rights of women and the girl-child in 
Nigeria when he was the Vice President. He was 
instrumental in the founding of Women-Trafficking and 
Child Labour Eradication Foundation (WOTCLEF) by his 
wife, Hajiya Amina Titi Abubakar.  The Programme 
pushed for the rights of women and the girl-child to 
include free and compulsory basic education. 

Root and Tuber Expansion 
Programme (RTEP)

Ÿ National Economic Revitalization Committee
Ÿ National Economic Empowerment Development 

Strategies (NEEDS)

Atiku as Vice President did not buy any national asset 
from the sale of government property sold through the 
Bureau Public Enterprise, BPE. This point was 
corroborated by the former Director-General of BPE, 

Introduction

Under the supervision of His Excellency, Alhaji Atiku 
Abubakar, a viable pension structure under the Pension 
Reform Act of 2004 was established. This was to address 
the setbacks in the administration of the Pension 
Scheme in the country.  This intervention led to the 
creation of the Contributory Pension Scheme.

Perception Of Corruption

Ÿ Programmes on Economic Liberalization

Atiku the Reformer
Atiku as Chairman of the Economic Team in charge of 
national reforms, supervised the deregulation of the 
Telecommunications Sector; which led to the GSM 
revolution, that today has put telephone services 
including internet, social media, etc., in almost every 
home in Nigeria. This is another case study of Atiku’s 
creative and innovative achievement as Vice President 
and public servant.
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Mallam Nasir El- Rufai in his book: The Accidental Public 

Servant (Page 151) where he said; “…Atiku bought nothing 

from BPE …” 

Atiku as chairman of the National 
Council on Privatization

Three (3) companies bided to buy the asset: The BP 
South Africa, Sadiq Oil and a third that bowed out even 
before the process began. Both companies passed the 
pre-qualification hurdles. Along the line, BP South Africa 
withdrew from the process citing poor state of health, 
safety and environmental standards of the company, 
leaving only Sadiq Oil. Because the proprietor of Sadiq 
Oil is a close associate of the chairman of NCP, VP Atiku 
Abubakar, we agreed it won’t look nice to have only 
Sadiq Oil as the bidder, even though, BPE had Sadiq Oil 
investigated thoroughly and found that ‘Sadiq’ is the 
name of Peter Okocha’s son, contrary to the rumour 
being spread around that the ‘Sadiq’ in Sadiq Oil is 
another name for Abubakar. 

The Sale African Petroleum, AP

The BPE had the origin of the company thoroughly 
investigated and nothing proved any nexus between 
vice president Atiku Abubakar and Sadiq Oil – a 
company registered 16 years before Atiku became vice 
president of the Republic. Nonetheless, because of the 

The narrative by the DG of BPE at the time, Nasir El-Rufai 
as detailed in his memoir: The Accidental Public Servant, 

friendship between the Chairman of NCP and the 
proprietor of Sadiq Oil, allowing the firm as the only 
b idder  would  defeat  the  ent i re  purpose  o f 
competitiveness. Vice president Atiku Abubakar was 
briefed accordingly, and saw reasons to re-advertise AP 
at a later date. Again, Sadiq Oil owned by Peter Okocha 
and Consolidate Oil by Mike Adenuga both went 
through the pre-qualification process with Sadiq Oil out-
bidding Consolidated Oil and eventually, ended up with 
the 40% stake. (Accidental Public Servant: P112 – 120). 
The BPE DG also said that “quite honestly, to me, at the 
time (and indeed throughout most of my time in BPE), 
Atiku came across as a fairly objective person for 
accepting the commendation (Accidental Public 
Servant: P114).

 At the outset of the Obj/Atiku administration, Nigeria 
had only two (2) aircrafts and then one (1) that was due 
for ‘D Checks’. Apparently only 2 aircrafts as compared 
to almost 30 before Obasanjo left in the late 70s. It was 
one of Obasanjo’s cherished achievement as Military 
Head of State. So, the idea to privatize it was not one that 
he liked.

The Sale of Nigeria Airways
According to El-Rufai in his memoir, The Accidental 
Public Servant:
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The Sale of Nigeria Telecommunications 
Limited (NITEL)

The Congressman William 
Jefferson’s Case
The American Congressman Jefferson had approached 
the then Vice President, Atiku Abubakar on Telecommu--
nication Project (Fibre) that he was promoting on behalf 
of US companies. The Vice President forwarded the 

P130-135, suggests that though the vice president, Atiku 
Abubakar was the Chairman of the National Council on 
Privatization, he did not sign off on its eventual sale – the 
President did.

In the words of Nasir El-Rufai, the then DG of BPE, “the 
sale of NITEL was inconclusive.”

Later that same year, the VP travelled to the US, and the 
Congressman visited him in the company of a lady. He 
again, presented the same file he had approached him 
with in Abuja, after excusing the lady in his company. The 
Vice President told him: “look, this thing will not work”. 
The Congressman Jefferson left. Unknown to the VP, 
Jefferson had collected money from undisclosed 
person, in order to persuade him to get approval for the 
contract in Nigeria. The amount in question as revealed 
in the course of US investigation was $100,000 (marked 
dollar notes). The FBI also conducted a search on the 
Vice President’s house in the US, but found nothing to 
incriminate him. Congressman Jefferson was therefore 
arrested by the FBI and charged for fraud and 
conspiracy to bribe a foreign official, after recovering 

proposal to technical experts in the Telecommunication 
Ministry, who advised that it wasn’t feasible, and Atiku 
told Congressman Jefferson it was feasible, and he left. 

�e BPE DG also said that “quite honestly, to me, at 

the time (and indeed throughout most of my time in 

BPE), Atiku came across as a fairly objective person 

for accepting the commendation...“
“
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$90,000 in a freezer in his own house, while the balance 
was missing. The American Court found Congressman 
Jefferson guilty as charged and was subsequently jailed. 
It was a case of name-dropping!

Halliburton Case
Vice President Atiku Abubakar’s name was never 
mentioned in the investigation

Siemens’ Case
Sometime in 2007, the Wall Street Journal published a 
report detailing how a German Conglomerate paid over 
10, 000 Euros to a former Telecommunication Minister, 
Tajudeen Olanrewaju, Mohammed Bello, Cornelius 
Adebayo and Haruna Elewi alongside a Senator of the 
Republic, and an Immigration official, etc. 

This caused an investigation to be launched in Munich, 
Germany. And, the German court indicted a Siemens 
Manager, Mr. Reinhardt Siekaczek for paying 12 Million 
Euros in bribery to secure lucrative telecommunication 
and power contracts in Nigeria, Russia and one other 
African country. Siemens accepted responsibilities for 
the misconduct of Mr. Siekaczek, and agreed to pay a 
fine of 210 Million Euros. But the German prosecutors 
declined to pursue legal actions against non-Germans 
named as recipients of the bribery sum. Mrs. Jennifer 
Abubakar who was supposedly named in the published 
journal is a citizen of the United States and not a 
government official in Nigeria. She was never charged 
or indicted by any court, let alone, have an opportunity 
to defend those charges. 

Unknown to the VP, Je�erson had collected money 

from undisclosed person, in order to persuade him to 

get approval for the contract in Nigeria... �e 

American Court found Congressman Je�erson guilty 

as charged... 
“

“
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The epochal Court Cases won by the former Vice 
President (1999 -2007) rightly tagged: The Atiku 
Abubakar Landmark Constitutional Law Cases, clearly 
attest to the courage and bravery of this public-spirited 
politician who preferred the route of  judicial 
interpretation of conflictual situations, to resorting into 
self-help and rule of the hand – sheer use of thuggery, 
violence, breach of peace and public order.

Introduction
Former Vice President Atiku Abubakar for want of 
expression could be aptly captured, genuinely and 
figuratively, as a good citizen with a just cause, who 
remained unbowed in defending the fundamentals of 
democracy and the salient tenets of the Rule of Law and 
Constitutionalism in Nigeria.

Presidential Joint Ticket and the Removal of the Vice 
President

The Court ruling was summarised as “… the removal of 
the Vice President is solely the power and preserve of 
the National Assembly of the Federal Republic of 
Nigeria, which the NASS cannot share with the 
President.”

Case 01 

Nigeria’s nascent Democracy was put through legal 
furnace by HE Atiku, during the second term of 
Obasanjo/Atiku administration, when his then 
estranged boss, President Olusegun Obasanjo, thought 
he could sack his Deputy via other means than the 
provisions of the 1999 Constitution. 

Atiku Abubakar... could be aptly captured, genuinely 

and figuratively as a good citizen with a just cause, who 

remained unbowed in defending the fundamentals of 

democracy and the salient tenets of the Rule of Law and 

Constitutionalism in Nigeria
“

“
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Attorney General of the Federation & others Vs. 
Alhaji Atiku Abubakar (Vice President, Federal 
Republic of Nigeria) & others

Nigerians elected both General Olusegun Obasanjo 
(retired) and Alhaji Atiku Abubakar as President and Vice 
President respectively in 1999; and both served 
together a four-year term and re-elected in 2003 for a 
second term. But irreconcilable differences later arose 
between the duo which led the VP to decamp to 
opposition Party (Action Congress), such alleged 
antiparty activity against the People’s Democratic Party, 
caused the President to “declare the office of the Vice 
President vacant, withdrew his immunities, rights, 
emoluments, privileges and his entitlements.”

The odd situation prompted VP Atiku to approach the 
Court of Appeal for judicial interpretation of the 
President’s action and declaration. The Court “held in 
favour of VP Atiku Abubakar’s contention that the 
actions of the President were unlawful and contrary to 
the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.” The 
judgement was led by Abdullahi, Justice Court of 
Appeal. The Appellants (FGN) appealed to the Supreme 
Court, which in turn “…affirmed the Court of Appeal’s 
decision that the purported removal of the Vice 
President was unlawful.”

Reference: Landmark Constitutional Law Cases in Nigeria (2004-
2007) The Atiku Abubakar Cases (Chapter Two, pages 07 -43)  
20th April, 2007

Ÿ In the Supreme Court of Nigeria, holden at Abuja 
before their Lordships

Ÿ Sunday Akinola Akintan (Justice, Supreme Court)
Ÿ Sylvester Umaru Onu (Justice, Supreme Court)

Ÿ Walter Samuel Nkanu Onnoghen (Justice, Supreme 
Court)

Ÿ Francis Fedode Tabai (Justice, Supreme Court)

Ÿ Dahiru Musdapher (Justice, Supreme Court)

Ÿ Pius Olayiwola Aderemi (Justice, Supreme Court)
Ÿ Ibrahim Tanko Muhammad (Justice, Supreme Court)

Case 02
Action Congress (AC) and Atiku Abubakar  V. INEC 
Disqualification of Candidates for Elections 

Reference: Landmark Constitutional Law Cases in Nigeria (2004-
2007) The Atiku Abubakar Cases 

The Supreme Court “held that INEC as an Executive non 
judicial agency of government has no power to 
disqualify any candidate from contesting elections 
pursuant to the provisions of the Electoral Act, 2006 and 
the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 
1999.”
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Ÿ Ikechi Francis Ogbuagu (Justice, Supreme Court)
Ÿ Francis Fedode Tabai (Justice, Supreme Court)

(Chapter Three, pages 87-121)

Ÿ Ibrahim Tanko Muhammad (Justice, Supreme Court)

Atiku Abubakar Vs. Attorney General of the 
Federation (Executive Immunity over rides Code of 
Conduct Powers)

Ÿ Pius Olayiwola Aderemi (Justice, Supreme Court)

Case 03

The Appeal Court decided that “no civil or criminal 
proceedings can be initiated or commenced before the 

Ÿ Aloysius Iyorgyer Katsina-Alu (Justice, Supreme 
Court)

Ÿ Dahiru Musdapher (Justice, Supreme Court)

Ÿ Before their Lordships
Ÿ In the Supreme Court of Nigeria Holden at Abuja

Ÿ Walter Samuel Nkanu Onnoghen (Justice, Supreme 
Court)

Reference: Landmark Constitutional Law Cases in Nigeria (2004-
2007) The Atiku Abubakar Cases
(Chapter Four, pages 178-208)  5th April 2007

Ÿ Before their Lordships
Ÿ Rabiu Danlami Muhammad (Justice, Court of Appeal)

Code of Conduct Tribunal against a sitting Vice 
President during the pendency of his tenure of office 
having regard to the provisions of paragraph 3 of the 
THIRD Schedule to the 1999 Constitution.”

Ÿ In the Court of Appeal Abuja Judicial Division holden 
at Abuja 

Ÿ Olufunmilola Oyelola Adekeye (Justice, Court of 
Appeal)

Ÿ Oyebisi Folayemi Omoleye (Justice, Court of Appeal)

Ÿ Chidi Nwaoma Uwa (Justice, Court of Appeal)
Ÿ Abdu Aboki (Justice, Court of Appeal)

...no civil or criminal proceedings can be initiated or commenced 

before the Code of Conduct Tribunal against a sitting Vice 

President during the pendency of his tenure of o�ce having regard 

to the provisions of paragraph 3 of the THIRD Schedule to the 1999 

Constitution...

“
“
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Case 04

10th October, 2005
(Chapter Five, pages 242-247)

He instituted fourteen (14) cases in pursuit of his 
democratic rights and won all.

Godie Vs. People’s Democractic Party (PDP ) 
The Necessity for Political Party Internal Democracy

In the High Court of Federal Capital Territory in the Abuja 
Judicial Division Holden at Maitama–Abuja. Before 
Honourable Justice S.E Aladetoyinbo

The Court decided that “political parties should abide 
by their parties Constitutions and the 1999 Constitution 
and not appointing their members at congresses or 
conventions through the unconstitutional process of 
affirmation and selections; and that election must be the 
only mode of assumption to various offices.”

Reference: Landmark Constitutional Law Cases in Nigeria (2004-
2007) The Atiku Abubakar Cases

Because of the landmark judgement Atiku got from the 
Supreme court, today, a sitting President or Governor 
cannot wake -up and say he does not want his Deputy or 
Running mate in office once they were jointly elected

Administrative Panel of Enquiry does not have powers of 
indictment. It is only the courts that possess such 
powers.

Atiku represents, through his own personal example that 
the judiciary could be trusted to do the right thing for a 
citizen, especially when citizen’s rights are violated.

Atiku as the Vice President of Nigeria, represents the 
aspiration of our society that shows respect for the rule 
of law.

The landmark decisions or judgments by both the 
Courts of Appeal and the Supreme Court in these cases 
have become locus classicus, in the corpus juris of our 
country.





THE MAN ATIKU ABUBAKAR
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Yar;Adua, Atiku and other directors at NICOTES meeting in Port-Harcourt in 1990. 

Inset: Gabrielle Volpi, Co-founder of NICOTES now INTELS
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Atiku’s grass-to-grace tale manifested through his 

innate or necessity-driven ingenuity to translate 

the adversity of poverty into prosperity, over the 

decades.“
“

Atiku’s grass-to-grace tale manifested through his innate 
or necessity-driven ingenuity to translate the adversity of 
poverty into prosperity, over the decades.

Before the age of ten (10), pupil Atiku found sense in 
rearing cattle after school hours for a rich neighbour to 
earn grains to ensure food security for his family whose 
breadwinner, his father, had drowned in a local river.

Atiku Business Life
Today’s mercurial businessman and entrepreneurial 
industrialist politician, Atiku was born into a low-income 
home without a silver-spoon nor the benefits of three-
square meals a day. In fact, his is a story of a fatherless 
shepherd-boy who struggled through odds of rag-to-
riches to become a national head boy.

Even as a teenager in Provincial Secondary School Yola, 
Atiku took up vacation job to augment the living 
standard of his widowed young mother and granny. At 
age 15, he garnered funds totaling £9P (Nine British 
pound sterling) to purchase a mud house for his beloved 
mother. Atiku exemplifies a survivor’s instinct from 
childhood.

Later in life, Atiku ventured into a multiplicity of 
businesses to ascertain himself in economic comfort 
zone and avoid abject poverty. For sustainability and 
capacity to help society, Atiku ventured enterprises such 
as trading, agriculture, real estate, transportation, 
marine logistics, banking, education, media, publishing 
and so on.
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In 1981, he moved into agriculture, acquiring 2,500 
hectares of land near Yola, to start a maize and cotton 

Trading

Real Estate
In 1974, Atiku obtained ‘a 31,000 Naira loan to build his 
first house in Yola, which he put up for rent’ to explore a 
multiple stream of income. Sooner than later, the 
acreage of his influence in the shelter provision business 
expanded geometrically.

Atiku, as a man who has eagle’s eye for spotting 
opportunities, very early in his Customs’ career started a 
transport business, which prospered by purchasing a 
four commuter vehicles on hire purchase, from SCOA 
motor dealerships in Apapa, Lagos, and handed them 
over to trusted transport managers to manage it for him, 
from which he paid back the loan. Since he was not 
directly involved in the day-to-day management of the 
business, the issue of conflict of interest never arose. The 
lowly outfit grew into a profitable transport fleet.

Atiku also started trading in essential commodities. This 
entailed the buying and selling of wholesale rice, flour 
and sugar. The investment prospered.

Agriculture

Transportation farm. But the agrarian venture that glittered turned out 
not to be gold. The business fell on its face and was shut 
down in 1986. According to Atiku, "My first foray into 
agriculture in the 1980s, ended in failure”. 

Media

Atiku later got involved in agro-allied sector. He owns 
fa rmlands , herds  o f  l i ves tock  and  fer t i l i zer 
manufacturing industries. In an attempt to also find 
solution to open grazing and farmer-herder’s conflict, he 
invested in animal feeds manufacturing company 
known as Rico Gado.

Broad-minded Atiku, who exudes global outlook with 
local focus, teamed up with an Italian-born (now 
Nigerian) maritime logistics expert, Mr. Gabrielle Volpi 
to establish Nigerian Container Services (NICOTES); to 
handle shipping logistics at the seaports in the country. 
NICOTES later transformed into Intels Nigeria Limited. 
To some, Intels was Atiku’s main cash cow as it became 
the jugular of his immense wealth. Atiku as a co-founder 
of Intels Nigeria Limited, an integrated logistic business 
servicing the oil industry with extensive operations in 
Nigeria and abroad, later divested from the company 
and sold his shares.

Maritime Logistics

Ÿ The Sahara Publishing Company Ltd (The Week 





Banking

Ÿ Gotel Communications Ltd: Owners of TV and Radio 
Gotel

Atiku whose passion for education knows no bounds, 
being a beneficiary of American Mission Scholarship 
himself, has invested a huge amount of capital in 
building schools from Kindergarten to University level. 
Currently, his American University of Nigeria, AUN, is 
certified as the most internet compliant citadels in Africa 
by Google Search Engine Corporation. It was given a 
grant on this score. Atiku college, ABTI and AUN, both in 
Yola, Adamawa State, are frontline developmental 
institutions, instilling knowledge and vocational training 
in Nigeria and beyond. Atiku has also given free 
educational opportunities to many, on the platform of 
Founder’s scholarship, amongst them are the escaped 
Chibok Girls who have since graduated in flying colours.

Ÿ ABTI Printing Press

Education

Magazine)

Articulate Atiku who understands the vital role of capital 
in business, ventured into banking. First, he set up a 
Standard Micro Finance Bank that gives loans to micro 
and smal l  businesses part icular ly  women in 
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His mission is to take families 

out of poverty through low-

interest loans for small 

businesses...

“

“

cooperatives. His mission is to take families out of 
poverty through low-interest loans for small businesses. 
He also ventured into interest-free banking:  Atiku’s 
motivation is to alleviate poverty and squalor in 
community.

Manufacturing 
Atiku’s business acumen transcends the mundane to 
concrete ventures such as manufacturing. He owns 
Adama Beverages which produces water and soft drinks 
sold nationally and in neighboring countries, a 
partnership with some international investors.



THE MAN ATIKU ABUBAKAR

CONTRIBUTIONS TO
DEMOCRACY
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Atiku stands tall as the loud voice of opposition 

to bad governance, insecurity, socio-economic 

woes and hopelessness in the country.“
“

Atiku rejected and disdained political appointments to 
serve in any military regime.

He stepped down in a historic and patriotic manner for 
MKO Abiola to emerge winner of the annulled 1993 
presidential election.

In 1967, as an undergraduate at Ahmadu Bello 
University, Zaria, during the Nigerian Civil War, young 
Atiku volunteered to be enlisted into the Army to defend 
the indivisibility of the country, but was halted by the 
authorities which did not like the idea of university 
students participating in the war. 

He has been a constant feature in most of the political 
activities in the country for over three decades, helping 
to grow the seed of Democracy.

The former Vice President secured landmark Supreme 
Court judgments against Executive and Electoral 

Atiku the Patriot and Statesman

Atiku stands tall as the loud voice of opposition to bad 
governance, insecurity, socio-economic woes and 
hopelessness in the country. 

He established the Karatu Foundation, Feed and Read 
Programme to promote informal education among the 
adults and hundreds of street kids in his home state of 
Adamawa.

Atiku the Man of the People

arbitrariness, and the tinge of corruption embedded in 
absolute powers of constituted authorities in Nigeria 
(reference: The Atiku Landmark Supreme Court Cases)

Atiku is endowed with enormous reconciliatory heart

Ÿ He’s a detribalized Nigerian
Ÿ Atiku is endowed with a global view of life.

Ÿ Atiku has generosity of heart, and of treasure

Ÿ He is calm and cool, amiable and affable, urbane and 
humane
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Atiku is a good listener patient character. His charitable 
nature and philanthropic gestures cannot be ignored even 
though, he does not make a show of them.

Ÿ Atiku is a man of honesty and does not discriminate 
between Christians and Muslims.

Atiku Abubakar supported a young Christian, H.E. Boni 
Haruna to succeed him as Governor-elect after he was 
nominated for the post of a vice presidential candidate by 
then Gen. Olusegun Obasanjo

Atiku in his service to the community and the country at 
large, provides Founder’s Scholarship Scheme, which 
gave tertiary education opportunity to children from low-
income backgrounds in his American University, Yola

He discovers people and encourages them to fulfil their 
destinies 

He is a man that believes completely in Nigeria as a 
country; and everything that has to do with Nigeria 

Atiku has contributed more to nation-building than many 
of his political peers

Atiku is an education investor, who believes that it is never 
late for anyone to imbibe self-improvement through 
developmental education 

He values education, and for that, he motivates his 
compatriots to seek knowledge

He has a large heart, with immense forgiving spirit. 

Atiku is a quintessential diplomatic leader, who is never 
afraid of taking firm decision in public interest. He is a 
procedural and meticulous public servant.

He chose to cite his businesses in Yola, so as to create 
employment opportunities for his Adamawa people, and 
to encourage other well-to-do individuals to do the same 
in their respective States

Atiku is a mentor to so many people who have tapped from 
his fountain of experience

Atiku is an education investor, who believes that it is never 

late for anyone to imbibe self-improvement through 

developmental education “ “





MANUFACTURING 

micro and small businesses particularly women in 
cooperatives. His mission is to take families out of 
poverty through low-interest loans for small businesses. 
He also ventured into interest-free banking:  Atiku’s 
motivation is to alleviate poverty and squalor in 
community.

� Atiku’s business acumen transcends the mundane 
to concrete ventures such as manufacturing. He owns 
Adama Beverages which produces water and soft drinks 
sold nationally and in neighboring countries, a 
partnership with some international investors.

THE MAN ATIKU ABUBAKAR

VISION FOR NIGERIA
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Atiku has a grand plan to unify all interest groups 

in Nigeria, through a transparent administration 

based on equity, fairness, rule of law and justice. “ “
Atiku will provide leadership that will steer us to positive 
path, leadership that is also credible and visionary.

Atiku The Unifier
Atiku has a grand plan to unify all interest groups in 
Nigeria, through a transparent administration based on 
equity, fairness, rule of law and justice. 

He plans to unify the Nigerian people in a manner that 
will make us a genuinely one nation of people where 
discriminations on the bases of ethnicity, religion are not 
celebrated.

Atiku will practice a leadership style that will be guided 
by justice and fairness.

Atiku’s brand of political leadership and governance is a 
people-oriented one that will create a level playing field 
for all Nigerians to thrive without necessarily having any 
godfather.

Atiku wants to deploy his tested hands and experience 
in the Nigeria’s presidency into managing its diversity for 
optimal national development.

Restructuring

Economy
Atiku will set our fiscal budgeting within a realizable and 
realistic level so as to reduce government debt.

Atiku will devolve more resources and powers to two 
other sub-national units of government.

Atiku will support and actively encourage Public-Private-
Sector partnership to build infrastructure and create 
more jobs.

Atiku has a vision of Nigeria where the culture of waste is 
drastically reduced, and the culture of maintenance 
promoted.



Atiku stands tall as the 

loud voice of opposition 

to bad governance, 

insecurity, socio-

economic woes and 

hopelessness in the 

country.

“

“



Oil And Gas Sector

Youth And Employment

Atiku plans to completely deregulate or liberalize the 
upstream and downstream Sub-Sectors in the 
petroleum industry

Power

Atiku has a vision to prepare the younger generation to 
grow and take over the baton of leadership and good 
governance with new ideas, energy and zeal highly 
needed in today’s competitive world.

Atiku plans to provide adequate and affordable 
electricity supply for Nigerians by investing in the sector 
and leveraging of renewable energies to power home 
and commercial centres.

 He is enthusiastic about creating jobs for the youth and 
the unemployed, and thereby reducing poverty. He has 
a vision of Nigeria in which people live well and are free 
from excruciating poverty.

Atiku intends to restructure the security architecture of 
the country by giving the states, local governments and 
communities defined roles in the protection of lives and 
property

Foreign Policy

To regain our position of becoming substantively the 
biggest and most successful African economy.

Security

Atiku has vision of putting Nigeria back to her enviable 
status within the comity of nations.

Atiku intends to restructure the security 

architecture of the country by giving the states, 

local governments and communities defined roles in 

the protection of lives and property“ “



micro and small businesses particularly women in 
cooperatives. His mission is to take families out of 
poverty through low-interest loans for small businesses. 
He also ventured into interest-free banking:  Atiku’s 
motivation is to alleviate poverty and squalor in 
community.

� Atiku’s business acumen transcends the mundane 
to concrete ventures such as manufacturing. He owns 
Adama Beverages which produces water and soft drinks 
sold nationally and in neighboring countries, a 
partnership with some international investors.

MANUFACTURING 

THE MAN ATIKU ABUBAKAR

AWARDS
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Atiku was bestowed with the national honour Grand 
Commander of the Order of the Niger (GCON)

Geneva School of Diplomacy and International 
Relations



micro and small businesses particularly women in 
cooperatives. His mission is to take families out of 
poverty through low-interest loans for small businesses. 
He also ventured into interest-free banking:  Atiku’s 
motivation is to alleviate poverty and squalor in 
community.

� Atiku’s business acumen transcends the mundane 
to concrete ventures such as manufacturing. He owns 
Adama Beverages which produces water and soft drinks 
sold nationally and in neighboring countries, a 
partnership with some international investors.

MANUFACTURING 

THE MAN ATIKU ABUBAKAR

TRADITIONAL 
TITLES
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Atiku was honoured with the title of Waziri because 

of his immense contributions to the development of 

Nigeria, particularly Adamawa State, where his 

impact is felt in various sectors“
“In 1982, Atiku Abubakar was conferred with the title of 

Turakin Adamawa by the late Lamido of Adamawa, 
Alhaji Aliyu Mustafa, who later became his father-in-law.

In a colorful ceremony that had the crème de la crème in 
attendance on 25 November 2018, Atiku Abubakar was 
conferred with the title of the Waziri of Adamawa 
Emirate. In the words of the highly elated Lamido of 
Adamawa, Alhaji Muhammadu Barkindo: “Atiku was 
honoured with the title of Waziri because of his immense 
contributions to the development of  Nigeria, 
particularly Adamawa State, where his impact is felt in 
various sectors. Atiku has also contributed greatly to 
unifying the people of Adamawa and providing useful 
advice to the emirate. The position of Waziri, which is the 
highest in the council  puts him in charge of 
administration of the emirate and his given to people 
who are educated, honest and God fearing. It is not 

hereditary and can go to anyone who deserves it”. 

Ÿ Maiyedero of Lagos

Ÿ Zanna Zantelma of Borno
Ÿ Atayese of Ijeshaland

Ÿ Zege Mule U Tiv
Ÿ Shettima of Biu

Ÿ The Unuamani of Adamawa

Ÿ Obong Emem Akwa Ibom 

Ÿ The Suka of Ogoniland

Ÿ Otun Balogun of Mopaland
Ÿ Omekaojuna of Ibusa

Ÿ Nwanne Dina Mba of Ngor-Okpala, Imo State
Ÿ Baagbile Oke-Ona Egba
Ÿ Aare Adimula of Ife
Ÿ Ahaejiamba 1 of Abia
Ÿ Aare of Ire-Ekiti land

Ÿ Ekwueme of Anambra



The 
UNIFIER





micro and small businesses particularly women in 
cooperatives. His mission is to take families out of 
poverty through low-interest loans for small businesses. 
He also ventured into interest-free banking:  Atiku’s 
motivation is to alleviate poverty and squalor in 
community.

� Atiku’s business acumen transcends the mundane 
to concrete ventures such as manufacturing. He owns 
Adama Beverages which produces water and soft drinks 
sold nationally and in neighboring countries, a 
partnership with some international investors.

MANUFACTURING 

THE MAN ATIKU ABUBAKAR

HONORARY DOCTORATE 
DEGREES
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Ÿ University of Maiduguri

Ÿ Igbinedion University, Okada

Ÿ Imo State University, Owerri
Ÿ Bayero University, Kano

Ÿ University of Calabar

Ÿ Federal University of Technology, Yola

In recognition of his service to the nation, the following 
institutions conferred on him their honorary doctorate 
degree in various disciplines.
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Ÿ Alaba Yusuf

Ÿ Ifeanyi Izeze

Ÿ Mohammed Na’Allah Zaga

Ÿ Dr. Onuoha Nnachi

Ÿ Dr. Kayode Adaramodu

Ÿ Obianuju Kanu-Ogoko

Ÿ Hauwa Yusuf

Ÿ Abdullahi Umar

Ÿ Ugo Jim-Nwoko

Credits 
Media Strategy Unit of Atiku Presidential Campaign
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